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Christian idea applied to politics/' of the " gospel of liberty,
equality, fraternity, of people having a soul which governments
must enlighten, as being above all the instruments of God."
But if he sacrifices at times as it were to the popular fashion,
he remains in touch with concrete reality and has a clear idea
of what he means by Democracy. The hallmark of the system
is election, "which alone gives truth and life to the modern
social power," election everywhere; it excludes dictatorship,
special powers, etc.: " the true republic is that in which public
Right and Power are but the Right and Power of each indi-
vidual." A democratic society, he says in another speech, is a
society where everybody is of the people—i.e. where everybody
is interested in making the condition of the people more moral,
more great, more worthy " *—and in a striking phrase he gives
what is perhaps the ultimate justification of a democratic system :
" the chief merit of representative government is to make a
country think." 2
This mixture of idealism and practical common sense, coupled
with his actual experience of political life, made Lamartine a
natural leader for the Republican forces in the overthrow of
the Monarchy. It is said that ever since 1831 he looked upon
himself as the natural head of a provisional Republican Govern-
ment. This is not the place in which to discuss his practical
achievements : suffice it to remind the reader that, having been
elected in 1848 a Deputy for eleven constituencies, he polled
only 17,000 votes against Louis Bonaparte's 4,000,000 and
General Cavaignac's 1,250,000 when a few months later came
the elections to the Presidency. It was going to be some years
yet before the country really began to think.
Lamartine has been judged very differently by critics equally
able to form of him an accurate and dispassionate idea. The
harshest of them is Tocqueville, who, after watching him at
work in the early days of the Second Republic, said he was
" the last man to sacrifice himself for the safety of his country.
Never was mind more utterly devoid of any consideration
of the public welfare, less sincere, or more absolutely con-
1	France farlementaire, iii., pp. 269, 379, and v., p. 79.
2	Bien public, quoted by Bert, Lamarti?ie, Homme social, p. 249.
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